KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA IIT CAMPUS CHENNAI
THE HONESTY CORNER

A GREEN PRACTICE
“Just an everyday panda laying it on the line in the deepest pits of the cloverleaf.
I was thinking it but you made it happen!!”
A little honesty corner whereby you pick a book to read, and in exchange pick another from
the stack . All this happens under no supervision!!
This corner is the brainchild of a couple of teachers supported unconditionally by the Principal
who pushes innovative thinking, student welfare and teacher growth interlaced with strong
values.
This is initiated so that students can hand over the books they have read, be it fiction ,
nonfiction or comics. Once they are done with it and do not wish to keep it, they are free to
make an entry and leave the books in the honesty corner of the vidyalaya ! Pick another if the
wish to from the collection there.
You may be an avid reader, but the dusty pile of books in your room is starting to be a
nuisance. You don't have the heart to throw your old books away, but you don't have much of a
use for them anymore. To get rid of your old books,just walk into our honesty corner!!
This corner of the vidyalaya is owned run and for the students by the students! The idea
behind it is to inculcate the habit of reading and sharing. We also hope the children will be
honest and not rob books. Students are free to visit this corner during the lunch break, or
before leaving for home. Some enthusiastic users are also seen here in the early hours before
the school assembly begins. It was inaugurated by the principal of the vidyalaya on the 23rd of
July 2018 at 11am. He spoke to the publications committee of students about values like
honesty, wished them all well, and donated a handful of books. Till today we find the corner a
popular spot a happening place during the lunch break! The corner has books steadily
increasing in number!
This is our first honesty corner. We may struggle a few years before we achieve 100
percent honesty. But I am sure the day is not far! All are free to donate a book. What's a world
without books? We hope children will never know of such a world.
Gift a book; nurture the dreams of learning and growing

Donate Books in 1 Minute & share the gift of knowledge. ... इन्हे पैसे नह�ं, आपका 1 min
चा�हए

INAUGURATED BY THE PRINCIPAL ON 23.07.2018

